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Introduction
By capitalizing on the increasingly popularity of K-Pop and Korean culture through the KCON event, CJ
Group has been able to build a successful global brand in major cities. Moving forward, the company must
decide on an execution strategy to ensure sustainable growth of the KCON event and overall business.

Core Issues
Currently, the CJ Group faces the issue of determining the best expansion path for their organization to
grow their overall company and various divisions. This issue directly pertains to KCON, and encompasses
the following challenges:
•

KCON’s short-term expansion strategy to Mexico City

•

KCON’s lack of focus on internal corporate synergies

•

KCON’s unclear growth plan; where should KCON expand next?

Analysis
Internal
A SWOT Analysis (see Appendix 1) shows that company’s primary strength is its unique service offering,
the KCON event. However, KCON’s production expenses, along with its heavy reliance on sponsorship is a
weakness that has rendered the event unprofitable. We believe that CJ Group’s successful divisions can
thrive through KCON via an exclusive presence at the KCON events.

Our analysis of the company’s operations by division (see Appendix 2) suggests that the company’s other
operating units would profit immensely from such an arrangement, particularly, the Food & Food service,
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Bio and Pharma, and the Entertainment & Media divisions, as they directly contribute to creating an
overall experience for the customer.

External
After conducting a PEST analysis (see Appendix 3), we believe that KCON should expand into Canada
because it is politically and economically stable, possesses an ethnically diverse makeup, and has the
technology that can accommodate for KCON’s needs.

Through a Porter’s 5 analysis (see Appendix 4), it can be determined that the market is generally not
competitive and the threat of new entrants is not a looming issue. KCON’s market is driven by the
bargaining power of buyers and suppliers. If the company does not listen to consumer wants or supplier
demands, the company can be placed in a negative position and face potential financial loss.

Analysis of Alternatives
Given the current challenges faced by KCON, there are several viable strategic options:

1. Develop a global growth plan
Expand to Mexico, identify new countries to continue growth, and implement a new sponsorship
management team. Identify corporate synergies with other divisions. Work with external partners
(YouTube celebrities) to maximize media impressions and exposure for future KCON events.

2. Work with local event operators for franchising & licensing
Distribute licenses to local operators to facilitate quick expansion that will meet the demands of
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different regions. CJ group has earned U.S. profits of $1,119,000, while foreign markets have
shown a loss of $1,715,100. Franchising to experienced locals enables the company to maintain a
global presence while reducing cost and risk.

3. Create related standalone & spin-off events
Create events to target specific demographics, leveraging the company’s other divisions and the
customers served by those divisions. This would enable the company to build hype around specific
products and would increase sales in each division.

4. Discontinue KCON events
With accumulated losses of $569,100, KCON could discontinue their entire event (see Appendix 7).
Focus will be shifted back towards the core competencies of the Entertainment and Media division.
This would prevent further losses.
These alternatives were evaluated against key decision criteria in Appendix 5.

Recommendation
The CJ group must define a global growth plan that will allow KCON to achieve long-term sustainability
and support the other divisions of the organization. To this end, we recommend:
•

Building a Mexico City expansion strategy for KCON

•

Developing internal corporate synergies at KCON Los Angeles

•

Sustaining the KCON brand through a long-term focus and regular strategic reviews

Execution of this strategy will entail a 3-stage implementation plan, with a 3-year total timeline.
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Implementation Plan
(see Appendix 11 for an overview)

Stage 1: Build (January - March 2017)

Continue with KCON expansion to Mexico City: With KCON Mexico City occurring March 2017, this event
should continue, albeit with several strategic adjustments, such as premium ticketing options. Given its
previous popularity, introducing a ‘platinum’ or other premium offering will help improve the customer
experience.

Hire a Global Sponsorship Director: With sponsorship revenue being crucial for KCON’s continued success
and representing 44% of overall KCON revenue, a Global Sponsorship Director should be introduced. They
would be responsible for maintaining existing and obtaining new sponsorships for each KCON event.

Partner with notable online personalities: Partnering with well-known influencers from sites such as
YouTube is a cost-effective strategy that will help maximize media impressions and further develop
awareness for each KCON event . These personalities would receive an all-expenses paid trip to KCON in
addition to a $15,000 USD stipend, and would be required interact with attendees, as well as create KCON
specific content for their social media pages or channels.

Plan ‘KCON: Search for a Star’ singing competition: Introducing a reality-style K-pop competition will
allow KCON to bridge the gap between K-pop and local culture. This initiative will be introduced at the
2018 Los Angeles KCON, though initial planning will begin in the short-term.
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Stage 2: Develop (April - December 2017)
Hire 5-6 Regional Sponsorship Managers: Working under the Global Sponsorship Director, each Regional
Sponsorship Manager will be directly responsible for coordinating sponsorship at individual KCON events.
These managers will handle planning and logistics for each event, and be responsible for developing
contingency plans in case a sponsorship agreement collapses.
Leverage synergies with other CJ divisions for KCON L.A. 2017: There are many opportunities for
synergies between KCON and other divisions of the CJ group. Korean beauty products are becoming
increasingly popular at KCON, and incorporating the CJ Group’s own cosmetic line into the event will help
increase brand awareness, improve in-house cosmetic line sales and potentially build lifetime customers.
Similarly, by increasing the presence of CJ Group restaurant’s Bibigo and CJ CheilJedang at KCON,
attendees will be exposed to these products and will be more likely to purchase CJ food in the future.
Begin advertising for ‘KCON: Search for a Star’: To further build inter-divisional synergies, CJ should
leverage their MNET America tv station, creating a reality based tv show to find the next K-pop star.
Advertising would be conducted through KCON’s social media pages, and by leveraging previous
relationships with internet personalities.

Stage 3: Sustain (Jan 2018 - Jan 2020)
Premiere of ‘KCON: Search for a Star’ at Los Angeles KCON 2018: Following casting, KCON: Search For A
Star will premiere at KCON 2018 in LA, and will be live-streamed on KCON.tv. For the final round of the
competition, finalists will perform in front of the KCON audience, who will then select the winner, helping
to enhance fan experience and increase engagement. The winner will then be offered a recording contract
for 3 albums, with the JC Group receiving a direct royalty on album sales.
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Long-term expansion schedule: To ensure on long-term sustainability, KCON must also focus on
continuing to build event presence in other regions. Given the ethnically diverse makeup of major
Canadian cities such as Toronto, Canada represents a viable future expansion option for KCON. This is
supported by the PEST analysis (see Appendix 3).

Regular strategic review of KCON events: To ensure KCON’s long-term sustainability, it is crucial to
evaluate the success of KCON and the CJ Group in relation to the recommended strategy. By comparing
the success of each KCON event to overall company results, the recommended strategy can be evaluated
and adjusted if necessary. To analyze the CJ Group, a modified balanced scorecard was created (see
Appendix 12).

Financial Feasibility
The key findings of financial analysis include:
-

CJ Group should continue KCON Operations (see Appendices 9 and 10)

-

Pro Forma Profit for KCON in 2017 is $275,360, yielding an ROI of 5.6% (see Appendices 6 and 7)

-

Total strategy implementation cost is $18,310,000 yielding an ROI of 30%

In implementing this strategy, multiple divisions within CJ Group will benefit.

Synthesis
Overall, KCON should utilize the build, develop, and sustain strategy to help grow their overall company
and respective divisions. This strategy will allow KCON to succeed in the short term and ensure
sustainability in the long term.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: SWOT Analysis

Appendix 2: CJ Group Company Analysis
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Appendix 3: PEST Analysis

Appendix 4: Porter’s 5 Forces
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Appendix 5: Decision Matrix

Appendix 6: Return on Investment

Appendix 7: Income Statement
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Appendix 8: Sensitivity Analysis (Discontinue KCON)

Appendix 9: Segment Analysis

Appendix 10: Keep or Drop
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Appendix 11: Implementation Timeline

Appendix 12: Strategy Scorecard
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